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Abstrat

Most automati parallelizers are based on the detetion of independent

operations. Dependene analysis is mainly a syntatial proess, in whih

the atual data transformations are ignored. There is another soure of

parallelism, whih relies on semantial information, namely the detetion

of redutions and sans. Sans and redutions are quite frequent in si-

enti� odes and are implemented eÆiently on most parallel omputers.

We present here a new San detetor whih is based on the normalization

of systems of reurrene equations. This allows the detetion of sans in

loops nests of arbitrary depth and on multi-dimensional arrays, and gives

a uniform treatment for salar redutions, array redutions, and arrays of

redutions.

keywords: Automati parallelization, redutions, sans, programs transfor-

mations, programs normalization.

1 Introdution

1.1 Motivation for San Detetion

Most automati parallelizers, whether industrial or aademi, are based on the

detetion of independent operations. Operations are independent if they do not

share modi�ed data, or, in other words, if they have no memory onits. De-

tetion of memory onits is mainly a syntatial proess, in whih the atual

data transformations are ignored. There is another soure of parallelism, whih

relies on semantial information, namely the detetion of redutions. A redu-

tion is the appliation of an assoiative binary operator to a vetor of values,

the result being one salar. Redutions are quite frequent in sienti� odes

and are implemented eÆiently on most parallel omputers. Sans are similar

to redutions, but the intermediate results are kept, thus giving a vetor. Sine

there is no single rule for deteting assoiative operators, san detetion must
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use pattern-mathing, and pattern-mathing must be preeded by a normaliza-

tion phase. Our method is based on a representation of the program as a system

of reurrene equations. This allows the detetion of redutions in loops nests

of arbitrary depth and on multi-dimensional arrays. Sans and redutions are

represented in symboli form with the help of the San operator. When sans

and redutions have been deteted, one may use the results to onstrut more

eÆient parallel programs. While partial solutions are known [16℄, the design

of a universal method is beyond the sope of this paper.

1.2 The Dataow Graph

In the area of automati parallelization a very useful struture is the DataFlow

Graph (DFG). This struture is more aurate than the lassial Dependene

Graph (DG) whih desribes the pairs of statements having memory onits.

Some memory onits are due to memory reuse. They an be satis�ed either by

enforing sequential exeution, or by expanding the data spae of the program.

In the DFG, all dependenes whih an be satis�ed by data expansion have been

removed. Hene, the DFG has the potential to expose more parallelism than

the ordinary Dependene Graph.

The DFG gives, for eah referene to a salar or array element in an opera-

tion, the soure operation, i.e. the operation that de�ned the value of the salar

or array element we are interested in.

Consider, for example, the following ode:

DO i=1,n

s(i)=a(i)*b(i) (i1)

END DO

s(0)=0 (i2)

DO i=1,n

s(i)=s(i-1)+s(i) (i3)

END DO

Its Dataow Graph as given by our automati analysis tool, PAF, is:

Soure of s(i-1) in i3 ;

* if [ i-2>=0 ℄ then (i3,i-1)

* if [ i-1=0 ℄ then (i2)

Soure of s(i) in i3 ;

* if [ true ℄ then (i1,i)

Note that the soure of s(i-1) in i3 is a onditional expression. Suh

expressions our frequently in Dataow Analysis and are alled quasts

(Quasi-AÆne Seletion Trees) in what follows.

The results of Array Dataow Analysis an be presented in many ways,

all equivalent up to syntatial embellishments: soure funtions, a single as-

signment ode, or a system of aÆne reurrene equations (SARE). The later
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presentation is the one that �ts best with our aims in this paper; we will use the

Alpha notation to represent SAREs [12℄. The important point here is not no-

tation, but the fat that an imperative program an be mehanially onverted

to a SARE provided it meets the following onstraints:

� The only data strutures are arrays.

� The only ontrol strutures are DO loops.

� The array subsripts are expliitly given aÆne funtions of the loop oun-

ters.

The DFG of our example program an be expressed as the following

SARE:

i1[i℄ = 1<=i<=n : a[i℄ * b[i℄ ;

i3[i℄ = ase

i=0 : 0 ;

1<=i<=n : i3[i-1℄ + i1[i℄ ;

esa

In this notation, onditions suh as f 1<=i<=n g de�ne iterations do-

mains, while the subsripts expressions like i-1 are shorthand notations

for dependene funtions, in this ase �i:(i � 1).

The reason for using SAREs as the basis of our work is that SAREs are

referentially transparent, whih means that a variable an be freely replaed by

its value as given by the right hand side of the equation that de�nes it. This is

the main tool in our redution detetion method.

Let us emphasize the fat that the DFG and SARE are equivalent represen-

tations. SAREs are more self-ontained and are easier to handle in an automati

system, while DFGs are suseptible of an intuitive graphial representation. In

this paper, we will freely shift from one representation to the other aording

to the needs of the exposition.

2 Overview of the Method

2.1 What is a Redution?

A redution { the name omes from the APL language [7℄ { is any operation

whih takes a set of values as argument and gives a single value in return

1

. Most

often, a redution is de�ned as the repeated appliation of a binary funtion to

the elements of the input set in some order:

s = f(: : : f(a

1

; a

2

); : : : ; a

n

): (1)

1

We aknowledge that this de�nition laks in preision. It should be ompleted by om-

plexity onsiderations: the \size" of the result should not inrease, or, at least, inrease more

slowly than the total size of the arguments.
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Speially interesting is the ase where f is an assoiative funtion. Commu-

tativity and the existene of a unit are also useful. With the help of these

properties, de�nition (1) an be rearranged in various ways in order to exhibit

parallelism. As a rough estimate, redution of n values on P proessors takes

about

n

P

+ log

2

P units of time, exluding ommuniation delays if any.

APL was the �rst language to introdue a spei� notation for redution.

In ontrast, many ordinary imperative languages, new and old, have no suh

feature. In Fortran, for instane, one has to write:

Program redu

s = a(1)

do i = 2,n

s = f(s,a(i))

end do

end

and the situation is similar for C or Pasal. With the advent of massively

parallel omputers, there is a strong inentive to extrat the last oune of paral-

lelism from sequential programs, hene the importane of deteting assoiative

redutions.

The reader must be warned that some omputer operators are only approx-

imately assoiative. For instane, addition of oating point numbers is assoia-

tive up to rounding errors. While there is no reason to suppose that a parallel

redution is less preise than a sequential one [13℄, the user must be aware that

a program to whih redution parallelization has been applied may not give

exatly the same results as its sequential original. The extent of the di�erene

depends on the numerial stability of the algorithm, and this question is beyond

the sope of this paper.

2.2 Deteting a redution

The question is thus to identify redutions when they are onealed in a sequen-

tial program.

It is not too diÆult to identify ode suh as:

do i = ...

s = f(s)

end do

The question is then whether the assignment may be rewritten as

s = g(s, e(i))

with g an assoiative operation. This is a diÆult mathematial question. Usu-

ally, the assoiativity of a binary operation has to be proved, and suh a proof

may be of arbitrary diÆulty. Sine it is not possible, at least with present

tehnology, to inlude a theorem prover in a ompiler, the obvious solution is to

use a atalog of prede�ned redutions and to math this knowledge base against

the objet program. This is done in many ommerial parallelizers, whih are

able to reognize elementary redutions like sums and dot produts.
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Suh reognition of redutions by pattern mathing is more ompliated

than it looks: onsider for example the problem of summing the omponents of

a vetor. It may be written in many di�erent ways, among whih:

program A program B program C

s = 0. s = a(1) 1 s = 0.

do i = 1,n do i = 2,n do i = 1,n

s = s + a(i) s = a(i) + s 2 t = s + a(i)

end do end do 3 s = t

end end end do

end

Furthermore, most of the time, the summation loop above will be enumbered

by extraneous ode, whih may interfere { or not { with the summation. It would

need a very large knowledge base to reognize all these forms as equivalent.

The �rst idea is to go beyond \�rst order" pattern mathing as is found, e.g.,

in parsers or in suh languages as ML. For instane, the best way of deiding

whether a statement s = f(s) is a summation is to ompute (with the help

of a omputer algebra system) the quantity f(s) � s and to test whether the

result is independent of s or not. Similarly, the best way to handle extraneous

ode in the loop body is to analyze its dependene graph. We are thus lead to

the use of \mathing funtions" of arbitrary omplexity. The set of mathing

funtions is the knowledge base of our redution detetor. It needs not be �xed

for all times and irumstanes. Speial appliation �elds may have their own

type of redutions and assoiated mathing funtions. For all these reasons, it

is impossible to ombine the pattern mathing funtions into one grand pattern,

as in done, for instane, in LR(k) parsers. Appliation of the several mathing

funtions must be sequential, hene our insistene in having as few of them as

possible.

As is well known, normalization of the objet program is a powerful tool

for reduing the size of the knowledge base. Ideally, all equivalent programs

should transform into the same normal form and the redution detetion should

be done on the normal form. This is learly impossible, sine it would give an

algorithm for testing the equivalene of two programs, whih is undeidable as

soon as the programming language is powerful enough. The way out is both

to restrit the input language { to stati ontrol programs in our ase { and to

aept imperfet normal forms, in whih some but not all equivalent programs

have the same normalization.

For instane, with the system whih is desribed in this paper, program

A and C normalize to the same form, but program B does not. This is

as it should be, sine program A and B are equivalent only if n � 1. But

even adding this information will not enable us to have program A and B

onverge to the same normal form, unless we �nd a way for doing formal

omputations on redutions, a subjet for future researh.

Many researhers have de�ned normal forms for use in redution detetion

and other program transformations. The best known one is obtained by sym-

boli exeution [8℄. When the presene of a redution in a loop is suspeted, its
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body is submitted to an algebrai interpreter. Consider for instane program C,

and let s

0

i

; t

0

i

be the values of s and t at the beginning of iteration i of the loop.

Similarly, let s

k

i

; t

k

i

be the values of these variables after exeution of statement

k in iteration i. Symboli interpretation of statement 2 and 3 gives suessively:

t

2

i

= s

0

i

+ a(i)

s

3

i

= s

0

i

+ a(i)

At this point, one starts the next iteration, meaning that s

0

i+1

= s

3

i

. We have

thus found the reurrene:

s

0

i+1

= s

0

i

+ a(i):

Programs A and B would lead to the same reurrene. Note that adding ex-

traneous statements to the loop (e.g. resetting a(i) to zero after statement

3) would not hange the result of symboli exeution, thus showing that this

modi�ation does not a�et the redution.

This method is quite powerful and an be extended to handle onditional

statements in the loop body [9℄. It needs a formal algebra system and its power

is diretly proportional to the normalization power of this system. However, it

annot handle either redutions on arrays or arrays of redution (i.e. systems of

reurrene equations). The reason is that referene to arrays elements annot

onsidered as mathematial variables. It is not always true that two ourrenes

of a[i℄ refer to the same value, or that an ourrene of a[i℄ and an ourrene

of a[j℄ refer to di�erent values.

Callahan [2℄ has proposed a method whih an handle systems of redutions

provided they are linear (i.e. their solution redues to matrix produts). The

basi idea is similar to symboli exeution, but the interpreter handles only

linear right hand sides. Variables whih are the result of non linear alulations

are treated as unde�ned, and the unde�ned value has to be propagated aross

the symboli alulation. At the end of the proess, the linearly omputed

variables at the end of one iteration are expressed as funtions of their values at

the beginning of this iteration. Computing their �nal value is equivalent to the

omputation of a suession of matrix produts, whih are assoiative. Most of

the time, the iteration matrix is sparse: Callahan gives methods to exploit this

fat in order to minimize the total omputation time.

The method of [14℄ is quite di�erent. The aim here is to normalize the

dependene graph of the loop. Sine the size of the dependene graph of a loop

whih is iterated n times is at least O(n), this is impossible in general. The

authors propose a limited unfolding of the loop body until periodi patterns

beome apparent. The reognition of redutions is done on this unfolded graph.

Our aim here is to improve on the symboli exeution method in order to

be able to handle redutions on arrays as well. Ideally, the following program

program D

real a(0:100)

s(0,k) = 0.0
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do i = 1,n

s(i,k) = s(i-1,k) + a(i)

end do

should have the same normal form as programs A and C.

2.3 Normalization Strategy

Our basi requirement is that the representation of a program must be a well

de�ned mathematial objet, to be transformed by applying the usual algebrai

rules, the most important one being substitution of equals for equals. This

requirement is satis�ed in a limited way by symboli exeution: in a basi blo,

the value of a salar variable after the exeution of a statement is a mathematial

expression, whih an be subjeted to ordinary algebrai alulation. This is no

longer true if one is interested in arrays and if one wants to handle several loops

as a whole.

In that ase, one has to swith to a representation by a SARE in the man-

ner of [15℄. An objet in suh a system is the value of a variable at a well

de�ned point in the exeution of a program (a statement and a set of ounters

for the surrounding loops), or equivalently, a point in the domain of one the

variables. The system gives relations between these values. Solving the system

is equivalent to running the program.

The Dataow Graph, however is not a suÆiently powerful normal form for

redution reognition. For instane, while programs A and D have the same

DFG, this is not true for program C. In fat the DFG's of all simple redutions

we want to reognize have a very simple form whih is depited in �gure 1.

The only iruit

2

in the graph is a loop and the dependene funtion is a

Set of operations

Dependence from source to target
operations with transformation tt

(k is a constant)

i i-k

Figure 1: DFG of a simple redution

translation. If a DFG has iruits whih are not loops, we may try to shrink

them by eliminating variables by substitution. We will show later that this

2

In graph theory, a iruit is a yle with edges oriented in the same diretion.
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is not always possible, and give a neessary and suÆient ondition for this

strategy to sueed. When a loop is found, one tries to identify a redution by

mathing the assoiated equation with a knowledge base. Pattern mathing will

be disussed in details in Set. 4.

A program may have a large number of redutions. One one of them is

found, we must set it aside, as it where, and try to �nd other ones. This may be

done simply by introduing a new operator, San, whih has the same relation

to redution as the integral sign

R

has to integration: it allows one to give a

name to an objet whih is not always expressible in losed form within the

underlying theory.

In graphial terms, introduing a San operator allows one to delete the loop

on the orresponding node. When this is done, one may ontinue eliminating

variables until other loops are found. This is best done working from inside

outward, as in this way the simplest redutions are deteted �rst.

The result of this analysis is a new version of the Dataow Graph in whih

as many redutions as possible have been identi�ed. The result may still be

simpli�ed by ombining redutions to build higher order redutions. Consider

for instane, the program

program E

s = 0.0

do i = 1,n

do j = 1,i

s = s + a(i,j)

end do

end do

As a �rst step, we �nd that the j loop is a sum. The next step is to analyze

the i loop, thus �nding another summation whih uses as data the results of the

j loop summations. These results may be ombined to give { we use here the

ordinary mathematial notation:

s =

n

X

i=1

i

X

j=1

a

ij

:

3 Program normalization

The �rst step is always the onstrution of the DFG and transformation into a

SARE. The reader is referred to [6℄ for a detailed aount of this proess.

3.1 Elimination of Variables Using Substitutions

As we have said, we want to keep the omplexity of the pattern mathing phase

as low as possible. Our hoie is to onsider only one variable redutions. The

prie we pay for that is our inability to detet \systems of redutions", as

Callahan does in the speial ase of linear reurrenes. Now, omputations
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often use temporary variables whih lead to reurrenes on several variables,

therefore a system normalization must be provided to ollapse multi-variables

reurrenes onto single-variable ones if possible. A similar situation ours in

the ase of systems of �rst order di�erential equations:

x

0

= v; v

0

= f(x);

whih an be transformed into one seond order di�erential equation x

00

= f(x).

The reurrene de�ned by the system below is a two-variables one:

x[i℄ = ase

i | i = 1 : 0 ;

i | 2 <= i <= n : y[i - 1℄ + a[i℄ ;

esa ;

y[i℄ = ase

i | i = 1 : 0 ;

i | 2 <= i <= n : x[i - 1℄ + b[i℄ ;

esa ;

If our pattern mathing is diretly applied no san an be deteted sine

there is no self-referening variable. Our solution is to eliminate either x

or y from the system. For example if we replae the referene to y in x by

its de�nition, the result is:

x[i℄ = ase

i | i = 1 : 0 ;

i | i = 2 : 0 ;

i | 3 <= i <= n : x[i - 2℄ + b[i - 1℄ + a[i℄ ;

esa ;

The variable x is now self-referening (with stride 2) and a mere pattern

mathing an point out that x is to be omputed by summing the data

b[i-1℄+a[i℄. Going from the �rst to the seond system is not a simple

textual substitution, We had to ompute the expression y[i-1℄ from the

de�nition of y in the initial system, then substitute it into the de�nition

of x, then simplify the result by eliminating ases with empty domains.

See [17℄ for details.

We also want our san detetor to handle sans on multi-dimensional arrays.

In this ontext another problem arises: sans an be omputed along very di�er-

ent paths in these arrays. The problem of deteting sans along arbitrary paths

seems intratable, hene we deal only with retilinear ones. An uni-diretional

san gathers its data following one vetor. An uni-diretional san assoiated

with a multi-dimensional array represents in fat a set of sans:

The following program omputes a set of sans along the diagonals of the

array a:
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DO i=1,n

DO j=1,n

a(i,j)=a(i-1,j-1)+a(i,j)

END DO

END DO

The uni-diretional san underlying this ode has diretion

�

1

1

�

.

Several detetion shemes an be used aording to the required preision.

The simplest algorithm onsists in onsidering the system of equations as a

whole and eliminating as many variables as possible. At this point most of the

reurrenes are de�ned by only one variable and a pattern mathing an take

plae. The drawbak of this method is that sine, as we will see later, removing

all iruits in a DFG is not always possible, unguided substitutions may lead into

a blind alley, while a more sophistiated algorithm may have found a solution.

No san an be extrated from the following system using this simple

sheme:

x[i,j℄ = ase

i, j | i=1, j=1 : 0 ;

i, j | 2<=i<=n, j=1 : y[i-1,m℄ ;

i, j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=m : x[i,j-1℄ + a[i,j℄ ;

esa ;

y[i,j℄ = ase

i, j | 1<=i<=n, j=1 : x[i,m℄ ;

i, j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=m : y[i,j-1℄ + b[i,j℄ ;

esa ;

But the third lause of x and the seond of y ompute sets of sans. In

fat the elimination fails beause the reurrenes de�ned by this system

are ross-referening (annot be omputed in parallel).

Amore omplex detetion sheme an be designed using multistage eliminations.

The priniple is to onsider only some referenes (i.e. equations between our

multi-dimensional variables). In a �rst stage only the referenes related to

the innermost loops of the original program are taken into aount. This is

equivalent to onsidering the innermost loops as stand-alone programs in whih

the external loop ounters are onsidered as �xed parameters. Pattern mathing

is then applied and losed forms are introdued for the deteted sans. In

the seond stage we add to the graph the referenes relative to the loops just

surrounding the innermost ones. A normalization and a pattern mathing are

performed again and so on. In this way the elimination is obviously more

eÆient and we an detet more omplex sans (see setion 4.1). Sine losed

forms appear during the detetion proess, pattern mathing may be applied

on variables already de�ned by a san. In most ases this denote a san whose

path is pieewise retilinear, a multi-diretional san.
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Our previous example an be handled if the ounter i relative to the out-

ermost loop is onsidered as a parameter. In this ontext no elimination is

to be performed sine the only remaining referenes are the self-referening

ones in the last lauses of x and y. Let sum be the textual equivalent of

the

P

operator, losed forms an be introdued for the sans:

x[i,j℄ = ase

i, j | i=1, j=1 : 0 ;

i, j | 2<=i<=n, j=1 : y[i-1,m℄ ;

i, j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=m : x[i,1℄+sum(j>=2,a(i,j)) ;

esa ;

y[i,j℄ = ase

i, j | 1<=i<=n, j=1 : x[i, m℄ ;

i, j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=m : y[i,1℄+sum(j>=2,b(i,j)) ;

esa ;

It is very important to note that the losed forms are parametri with

respet to i.

A tehnial issue for the multistage elimination sheme is the harateriza-

tion of the referenes to be taken into aount. At the SARE level, there is no

longer information about the loop nests. We replae the missing information

with the help of the onept of referene \pseudo-depth". Let the referene to

a variable y in an equation for x be of the form:

8i 2 D; x(i) = : : : y(d(i)) : : : .

where d is the dependene funtion. The pseudo-depth is the greatest integer p

suh that :

8i 2 D; d(i)[1::p℄ = i[1::p℄.

Sine dependene funtions are supposed to be aÆne, the pseudo-depth an be

obtained by formally omputing the vetor d(i)� i and ounting its leading zero

oordinates.

When normalizing loops stritly deeper than p, one has only to onsider the

referenes of pseudo-depth greater or equal than p.

Proof: Only iruits of referenes an ause the elimination proess to fail.

The referenes of pseudo-depth greater or equal to p whih are not

referenes relative to the loops at a level stritly greater than p

annot be inluded in a iruit.

The following algorithm summarizes the steps of the multistage elimination

method:

Algorithm 1 Sans Detetion

� Let S be a SARE.

� For all pseudo-depths p from the maximum nesting level to 0:
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1. Construt the dependene graph of S restrited to referenes of pseudo-

depth equal or greater than p.

2. Compute the strongly onneted omponents

3

of this sub-graph.

3. Try eliminating all variables but one in eah omponent.

4. Apply pattern mathing if the total elimination sueeded and rewrite

the deteted sans in losed form.

5. Remove inter-omponents referenes of pseudo-depth equal or greater

than p using substitutions.

3.2 Criterion for Total Elimination

The goal of our elimination phase is to ollapse reurrenes on several variables

into reurrenes on only one variable. The tool we use to perform the transfor-

mation is substitution. In this setion we give a riterion for deiding if a SARE

an be transformed into a single variable reurrene.

To introdue our proof let us onsider a system of ordinary equations.

8
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>

>
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>

>
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x

1
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1
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; : : : ; x

k

1

m

1
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x

i
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i

(x

k

i

1

; : : : ; x

k

i

m

i

)

.

.

.

x

n

= f

n

(x

k

n

1

; : : : ; x

k

n

m

n

)

. (2)

We do not make any assumption on the funtions (f

i

)

i2N

nor on the variables

x

i

. In this ontext substitution is really the only operation we an use on the

system. Suh a system an be represented using a graph. The verties are the

n variables and there is an edge from x

i

to x

j

if x

i

appears in the de�nition

of x

j

. Let us onsider the e�et of the substitution of x

0

into x

1

, x

2

, : : :, x

q

.

The edges from x

0

to the other verties are removed and the k

0

predeessors

of x

0

are added to the predeessors of the targets. Note that the new number

of predeessors of, for instane, x

1

is not exatly known. If we denote by k

1

the initial number of predeessors of x

1

, it is only possible to say that the new

number of predeessors k

0

1

is between max(k

1

; k

0

) and k

1

+ k

0

: some of the

predeessors of x

0

may also be predeessors of x

1

, and are only ounted one.

Substitution for x

0

eliminates it if the equation for x

0

is not self reursive as

shown on �gure 2.

The substitution proess terminates when no more variable an be elimi-

nated. The proess sueeds if, in the terminal system, all iruits are loops.

3

A strongly onneted omponent of a graph is a subset S of its verties suh that any

ouple of verties from S an be onneted by a path, i.e. a suession of edges oriented in the

same way. A strongly onneted graph is a graph suh that the set of its verties is a strongly

onneted omponent.
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DFG before substitution DFG after substitution

s
Set of operations of name s

Dependences between source x0 and targets x1 to xq

Denote source operations for x0

Forward substitution of x0 into x1 to xq

Denote source operations for x1 to xq others than x0

Dependences between source x0 and others operations

x0

0

1 q

k  edges

k  edges

l  edges

k  edges

xqx1

x0

0

q1k’ edges k’ edges

l  edges

k  edges

x1 xq

0 0

Figure 2: E�et of forward substitution on DFG

Theorem 2 (SuÆient Condition for a Total Elimination) If the iruits

of a strongly onneted system

4

have a ommon vertex then the elimination pro-

ess sueeds on the system.

Proof: Without the edges going out of the ommon vertex the system

graph is ayli. Hene a topologial sort an be performed on this

sub-graph. The result of this sort is a partition of the verties into

sets S

1

; : : : ; S

p

. At this point one an substitute the de�nitions

of the variables in S

1

into the de�nitions of the variables in S

2

.

These variables are now de�ned only in terms of the ommon vertex

variable. Repeating the substitutions until S

p

lead to a folding of

all iruits into loops on the ommon vertex.

Theorem 3 (Neessary Condition for a Total Elimination) The elimina-

tion proess sueeds on a strongly onneted system only if its iruits have a

ommon vertex.

Proof: The sketh of the proof is as follows. Let G be a strongly onneted

graph suh that for eah vertex v of G there is a iruit whih does

4

A strongly onneted system is a system whose graph is strongly onneted. In the

same way a strongly onneted omponent of a system is the set of variables from a strongly

onneted omponent of its graph

13



not inlude v. We show that a graph G

0

obtained from G by

applying some substitutions inlude a strong omponent with the

same properties as G. Moreover suh a strong omponent has at

least two verties, hene it has a iruit of length greater or equal

to 2.

Let us now detail the proof. The basi property of transformation

by substitutions is that if v

�

is a predeessor of v in G, either v

�

or its predeessors in G are predeessor(s) of v in G

0

. This implies

a onservation property on paths. More preisely if there is a path

p in G, then there is a sub-path of p in G whih starts with the

�rst or the seond vertex of p and stop at the last vertex of p. A

speial ase arises when the path p is in fat a iruit. In this ase

there is at least one iruit in G

0

whih inludes only verties from

p. From the onservation property on paths and iruits, another

onservation property an be dedued on inter-iruits paths. Let



1

and 

2

be two iruits of G, for eah iruit 

0

2

built from 

2

in

G

0

, there is a path from a iruit built from 

1

in G

0

to 

0

2

.

Sine eah iruit of G

0

built from a iruit of G has as predeessor

(via a path) at least one of the iruits of G

0

built from a given

iruit of G (remember that G is strongly onneted), there is in

G

0

a strong omponent inluding at least one of the iruits of

G

0

build from eah iruit of G. For eah vertex v of this strong

omponent there exists a iruit of the omponent whih does not

inlude v. Indeed sine v is not inluded in at least one iruit 

of G, it is not inluded in the iruits of G

0

build from  (one of

these is neessary in the strong omponent).

These results apply only to strongly onneted systems but they an be adapted

for other systems. It suÆes to ompute the strong omponents of the system

and verify that eah omponent ful�lls the requirement. Our elimination rite-

rion formalizes an intuitive thought: it is not always possible to solve a system

of equations using only substitutions. The riterion is mostly interesting when

nothing is known about the funtions (f

i

)

i2N

of the system (2). In other ases

methods using more powerful operations than substitution are generally used

to solve the system.

In the ontext of linear equations, systems suh as (2) an always be

solved. This is due to the fat that the Gaussian elimination algorithm

use substitutions and also linear simpli�ation. Linear simpli�ation is

a powerful tool sine it an remove loops from the system graph. For

example in the graph of the system below there is a loop on the vertex

x

1

:

�

x

1

= 4:x

1

+ x

2

x

2

= 2:x

1

.

After simpli�ation of the �rst equation (x

1

= �

1

3

x

2

) there is no longer a

loop on x

1

.
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The riterion is also valid for a SARE. Its graph is more omplex sine some

edges are de�ned only in a sub-domain of the variable de�nition domain. This

has an inuene on the elimination proess. After a substitution, new edges

domains are omputed by intersetion of the old domains. If this intersetion

is void, the edge does not really exist. Hene the riterion is always suÆient

but no longer neessary. One may also say that the riterion is suÆient and

neessary if no simpli�ation of the lause domains ours.

3.3 Algorithms for Variables Elimination

All algorithms for variable elimination on strongly onneted omponents have

the same pattern: �nd the ommon vertex of the system graph iruits and use

a topologial sort to shedule the substitutions (as desribed in theorem (2)).

Hene the diÆult point is to �nd the ommon vertex.

There is a full range of algorithms to perform this operation. Let us begin

with a heuristi method, whih is not very eÆient but very fast. We use the

fat that a graph without yles is also without iruits

5

. Hene to �nd a vertex

inluded in eah iruit of a graph G, it suÆes to onsider eah vertex v of G,

to remove its outgoing edges and verify that the remaining graph G

v

is ayli.

This veri�ation an be done using the ylomati number

6

�(G

v

) = m

0

�n

0

+p

0

,

with m

0

the number of edges of G

v

, n

0

the number of verties of G

v

(the same

as the number n of verties of G) and p

0

its number of onneted omponents

(i.e. 1 sine G

v

is a onneted graph). The number of edges m

0

of G

v

is the

number of edges m of G minus the number m

v

of v suessors. Hene one has

to hek for eah vertex v if the expression m �m

v

� n + 1 is zero. The test

omplexity is about O(n) but it is only a heuristi sine it does not disriminate

between yles and iruits.

This heuristi an be transformed into an exat method. It suÆes to replae

the omputation of the ylomati number by a depth-�rst searh to insure that

there is no iruit in the graph. This method omplexity is of the order of

O(n:m).

A more eÆient way for elimination is to use basi substitutions. Basi

substitutions are substitutions for variables whih have only one suessor. The

e�et of a basi substitution on the DFG of a system is depited on �gure 3.

If a basi substitution is applied to a strongly onneted graph, there is no

iruit inluding x

0

and the resulting graph restrited to all verties but x

0

is

also strongly onneted.

Proof: The vertex x

0

has no longer suessors, so no iruit an inlude

this vertex. Moreover if a path exists between two verties (dif-

ferent from x

0

) before the substitution, it also exists also after

(even if the former inludes x

0

, sine it goes through x

1

after the

substitution).

5

Remember that no speial orientation is required for the edges of a yle but that the

edges of a iruit must be oriented onsistently.

6

It give the number of yles of a graph.
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DFG before substitution

s
Set of operations of name s

Dependence between source x0 and target x1

Denote source operations for x1 others than x0

Denote source operations for x0

DFG after substitution

Basic substitution of x0 into x1

1k’ edges

x0

0

1x1

k  edges

k  edges

x0

0

x1

k  edges

Figure 3: E�et of basi forward substitution on DFG

When no basi substitution an be applied to a graph, either its strong ompo-

nent is redued to a vertex and, in the initial graph, every iruit inlude this

vertex, or the strong omponent inludes several verties and a total elimination

annot be performed on the initial graph.

Proof: If the strong omponent is a single vertex, the elimination riterion

implies that in the initial graph the iruits have a ommon vertex.

Moreover the onservative property on iruits enfores that this

vertex is the one in the strong omponent.

Let G

0

be a graph obtained from a strongly onneted graph G

using a basi substitution. Due to the properties of basi substi-

tutions, if the strong omponent of G

0

is suh that for eah of its

verties v there exists a iruit not inluding v, then G has the

same property. Now onsider the �nal omponent inluding sev-

eral verties. No more basi substitution an be applied, hene

eah vertex has at least two suessors. If a vertex v is removed,

the others have still at least one suessor, so there exists a iruit

whih does not inlude v.

This prove that the sequential appliation of basi substitutions is as pow-

erful as the appliation of multiple substitutions in the ontext of our variable

elimination proess. An eÆient algorithm an be extrated from the method
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provided that, for eah vertex v, a sorted list of its predeessors pred(v) is

available.

Algorithm 4 Finding a Common Vertex

1. For eah vertex v, ompute its number of suessors ns(v) and store one

of these in su(v).

2. Initialize the stak s with the verties having a unique suessor.

3. Stop if s is empty or if there is only one vertex in the omponent.

4. Unstak v from s. Let v

+

be the suessor in su(v).

5. Perform a sorting merge on pred(v) and pred(v

+

), for eah v

�

belonging

to both lists subtrat one to its number of suessors ns(v

�

). When this

number is equal to one stak v

�

on s.

6. Store the result of the merging in pred(v

+

) and for eah v

�

reset its

peuliar suessor su(v

�

) to v

+

.

7. Goto step 3.

The omplexity of this algorithm is about O(n:d

�

) with n the number of verties

in the graph and d

�

the maximum size of the pred lists. So it may even be

linear if, for instane, the graph is a mere iruit.

One may remark that �nding the ommon vertex of the system graph iruits

is the instane k = 1 of the problem of �nding the minimum utset of size less or

equal to k. Hene any one of the algorithms for �nding minimal utsets whih

�nd every utset of size 1 are suitable for variable elimination. That exludes

algorithm D of Shamir, but the one desribed in [10℄ is perfet. In fat, it works

for utsets of size 1 and it �nds minimal utsets for a number of graph lasses.

This last property is important sine even a partial elimination is useful: one

obtains a system with less variables, whih an be analyzed faster by the later

phases of the automati parallelization proess (e.g. sheduling).

Note that a better variable elimination an be ahieved using a more preise

system graph: the lause graph (whose verties are lauses and not variables).

The system assoiated to the program below

DO i=1,2*n

a(i)=a(2*n-i+1)

END DO

is

x[i℄ = ase

i | 1<=i<=n : a[2*n-i+1℄ ;

i | n+1<=i<=2*n : x[2*n-i+1℄ ;

esa ;
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We name the lauses using the name of the variable and their rank in

the variable de�nition. For instane the �rst lause of x is x.0. If x is

inluded in a strong omponent, an elimination proess may fail beause

of the loop in the variable graph. In ontrast the lause graph does not

have this loop, and so the elimination proess may go further (see �gure

4).

Set of operations of name s

Dependence from source to target

s

v.0 v.1
v

Clauses graph

Equations graph

Figure 4: Example of di�erene between equation graph and lause graph

4 Identi�ation of Sans

Identi�ation of sans takes plae after eah phase of normalization: we thus

need a way of memorizing the results before starting the next phase. We will

�rst explain our notation for representing sans. Observe that this notation

is not to be onsidered as a kind of funtion all or language statement. Its

onversion to exeutable ode is quite another problem. We will then explain

how to extrat sans from one-variable reurrenes.

4.1 An Operator to Denote Sans

There exists some languages (mostly languages in the area of systoli arrays

design) whih inlude primitives for san denotation. We an ite Alpha and

Crystal (f. [11℄). Other formalisms like Las [?℄ or Pei [?℄ an also desribe

sans in an elegant way. Some imperative languages have primitives for sans.

A reent language with san ability is HPF. It inludes redution primitives �a

la Fortran 90 suh as sum.

The sum of the elements of a vetor x an be omputed by merely writing

sum(x(1:n)). Our San operator is more general, and hene more omplex:

San( i | 0 <= i <= n , ( [1℄ ), +, x, 0)

Let us explain the meaning of this notation. The binary operation to be applied

(here, addition) is given as a parameter. The �rst two parameters (the aumu-

lation domain and the diretion) state that the redution applies to the elements
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of x from subsript 1 to n with a step of 1. Subsript 0 is used for storing the

initial value (the last parameter). Moreover the San operator omputes the

whole set of partial results. To extrat the last value of the resulting vetor, we

use subsripting:

San( i | 0 <= i <= n , ( [1℄ ), +, x, 0) [n℄

The HPF redution primitives an use very omplex patterns whih are de-

sribed by indiretion arrays. This power of expression is interesting but the

use of indiretion arrays is not very onvenient, sine they have to be initialized

beforehand. We favor a more syntheti information even if we lose some ex-

pressive power (for example, HPF allows the omputation of redutions along

irles, but that is not used very often in sienti� programs). Our solution is

to use a single vetor to desribe the redution path. Two points in the san

domain are in the same path (and ontribute to the same result) if one of them

an be reahed from the other by iterated translation along the diretion vetor.

Points whih annot be reahed in this way from other points in the domain are

given initial values.

Returning to the sum example, we easily see that there is only one path

whih inlude all points in the domain. Furthermore, point 0 annot be

reahed by translation from other points, hene it is given the initial value,

0. The value of any other point, says i � 1, is obtained by applying + to

the value of its predeessor, i � 1 and to the loal value, x

i

.

In opposition to the redution primitive, HPF is more restritive onerning

the san primitives beause it doesn't allow the use of indiretion arrays; a

san is only possible along one dimension of the original array. Sine our �rst

transformation for program normalization uses the expansion of variables, we

must deal with full sans, so we need more than a redution operator. Hene

we onsider that the San operator ompute an array of full sans; its result is

of the same shape as the aumulation domain minus the initial values domain.

To obtain a redution one must referene the adequate element in the result

array.

Our San operator has been enhaned in two aspets. Firstly, while we

onsider only single variable reurrenes, these may have to be onverted to

vetor or matrix sans in order to show assoiativity and hene parallelism. An

example will be given later in Set. 4.2.2. As a onsequene, the data of a san

may be a omplex objet, and its operator a omplex operator.

Seondly, in order to deal with sans omputed along a pieewise retilinear

path, we have to introdue multi-diretional sans in Set. 5.

4.2 San Reognition

Suppose now that the result of the program normalization step is one (or more)

self referening equations:

i 2 D : x

i

= Exp(x

d(i)

; : : :) (3)
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where the ellipsis denotes ourrenes of other variables and Exp is an arbitrary

expression, whih may ontains several several ourrenes of x with distint

dependene funtions. Equation (3) is tratable if all referenes to x are of the

form x

i�Æ

where Æ is a unique integral vetor. If this ondition is ful�lled, Æ is

the diretion of the san. The domain of the san is the domain of i, and the

initial data is found from other, non reursive lauses in the system. It remains

to �nd the operator of the san and its data. This proess will be presented

here for the ase Æ = 1. The generalization is just a matter of notations.

All expressions whih are handled by a ompiler are terms on a system of

operators 
, and a system of basi terms A. Here the basi terms are x

i�1

,

the other variables, and the onstants of our language | integers, reals, truth

values, and so on. To eah operator ! is assoiated an arity : an integer denoted

as �(!). The rules for onstruting legal terms are three:

1. A basi term is a term.

2. If t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are terms, and if ! is an operator with �(!) = n, then

!(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

) is a term. ! is the head of this new term, and t

1

; : : : ; t

n

are its arguments.

3. There are no other terms.

It is not even neessary that 
 and A be �nite. All we need are well de�ned

proedures for reognizing a basi term, reognizing an operator, and omputing

its arity.

The set of operators depends on the underlying programming language. It

may inlude arithmeti operators (+;�; �; =; : : :), Boolean operators, elementary

funtions (sin; os; log; exp; : : :), omparison operators, and so on. Legal terms

must also onform to type rules. We will suppose that these rules have been

heked by a �rst pass of the ompiler. It is an easy matter to verify that the

system of reurrene equations assoiated to a well typed program is well typed,

and stays well typed if subjeted to substitution.

4.2.1 Simple pattern mathing

Let t be the term whih is assoiated to Exp in (3). The simplest possibility is

to analyze the head of t, and its arguments. Two trivial ases must be deteted

�rst. t may simply be x

i�1

. In that ase, the reurrene is a value propagation,

and its solution is x

i

= x

0

. Similarly, if x

i

does not our in t, the solution is

x

i

= t. In both these situations, the reurrene has a trivial parallelization.

In other ases, we must hek that the head of t is binary, and that, of its

arguments, one is x

i�1

and there is no ourrene of x

i�1

in the other one. The

head of t must belong to a list of tratable operators. This is the simplest form

of pattern mathing.

The disadvantage of simple pattern mathing is that it fails as soon as t

beomes too ompliated. For instane, it annot do anything with t = (1 +

x

i�1

) + a

i

. On the other hand, adding new operators is easy. If we devise the
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proper data strutures, it an even be done without reompiling the detetor

program, simply by reading a \rule �le".

4.2.2 Partial Normalization

The solution for �nding the San operator in the reurrene

x

i

= (1 + x

i�1

) + a

i

is simply to rearrange t as x

i�1

+ (1+ a

i

) by using assoiativity and ommuta-

tivity of +. Properties like assoiativity, ommutativity, and many others an

be expressed as equational axioms as in:

x+ (y + z) = (x+ y) + z:

Suh axioms, when ompleted by the usual properties of equality give the set of

terms the struture of an equational theory. Suh a theory has a normal form

if there exists a funtion N from terms to terms suh that:

x = N (x)

and

x = y ) N (x) � N (y);

where � denotes strutural identity (two terms are struturally idential if they

are onstruted in the same way from the same basi terms). Sine identity

an always be heked mehanially, an equational theory whih has a normal

form is deidable provided that N is omputable. Sine we know that there are

undeidable equational theories, we dedue that some axiom systems admit no

omputable normal forms.

In the ase of addition, for example, we an obtain a normal form by sorting

addends aording to an arbitrary order in whih onstant terms ome last. The

normal form is obtained from the sorted expression by reduing the onstants

aording to the rules of arithmetis.

When submitted to pattern mathing, equal terms should give \equivalent"

results. One way of guaranteeing this property is to normalize the given term

before applying pattern mathing. If we are lever enough, we an even de�ne

the normal form in suh a way that pattern mathing is simpli�ed. For instane,

in the additive example, we an selet the ordering in suh a way that variable

x

i�1

omes �rst.

Unfortunately, most interesting theories do not have a normalization algo-

rithm. A heuristi solution is to use partial normalization, i.e. normalization

whih takes into aount only a subset of the operators and axioms of the theory.

Let O � 
 and let t be a term. The O-skeleton of t is a onstrution of t

in whih only operators from O are used, and in whih basi terms are terms

from A or terms whose head does not ome from O. Partial normalization an

handle only terms in whose skeleton the elementary terms either are x

i�1

or do

not inlude x

i�1

. Let us suppose that O has a normalization proedure. We

an then normalize the skeleton of t, handling its elementary terms as baggage,

and perform pattern mathing on the resulting normal form.
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Let us suppose that 
 is the set of operators in Fortran, and that x

i

is

a logial variable. Let us take the set of Boolean operators f^;_;:g as

O. Viewing a Boolean expression as a tree, its O-skeleton is the \upper

part" of the tree, from the root to the �rst ourenes of a variable or

of a omparison operator. Furthermore, sine Fortran has no onditional

expression and sine the 0/1 onvention of C does not hold, it is unlikely

that a Boolean variable may our beyond a omparaison operator (one

would have to use a user de�ned funtion). Hene, Boolean expression

have a high probability of being tratable.

Boolean algebra has, in fat, several normal forms. Conjuntive normal

forms (CNF) an be used for deteting and-redutions, and disjuntive

normal forms (DNF) for or-redutions.

Let us onsider the following somewhat ontrived reurrene:

x

i

= (x

i�1

_ (�

i

� �

i

)) ^ (x

i�1

_ (�

i

< �

i

)):

The Boolean skeleton of the right hand side is:

t = (x

i�1

_ a

i

) ^ (x

i�1

_ b

i

);

where a

i

= �

i

� �

i

and b

i

= �

i

< �

i

. The heads of these terms are

not Boolean operators. t is in DNF, and x

i�1

ours twie, hene our

reurrene is not an and-redution. The CNF of t is

t = x

i�1

_ (a

i

^ b

i

);

whih is an or-redution. With a more powerfull normalization system,

we would have notied that a

i

^ b

i

= false, and hene that the reurrene

has the losed form solution x

i

= x

0

. Suh a normalization system must

have the same power as linear programming; its onstrution is probably

very diÆult.

4.2.3 Marshalling Assoiative Operators

We still have to onstrut a list of assoiative operators. Some of them are well

known: +, �, max, min, ^, _, et. Is there a more systemati proedure?

Let us put the basi equation (3) into the form:

x

i

= f

i

(x

i�1

): (4)

This an be rewritten [4℄ as:

g

0

= �y:y; (5)

g

i

= f

i

Æ g

i�1

; (6)

x

i

= g

i

(x

0

): (7)

Sine Æ is assoiative, we may hope to ompute the g

i

's by a san, and then to

ompute all x

i

's in parallel. But this is a mere formal manipulation, without any

pratial interest, unless the omplexity of g

i

stays bounded as the omputation
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proeeds. In pratial terms, this means that the funtions f

i

must belong to a

family whih an be desribed by a few parameters, and that this family must

be losed under funtion omposition.

As an exemple, onsider the ase where f

i

is a polynomial in x

i

. Sine the

omposition of a polynomial of degree m with a polynomial of degree n is of

degree mn, the family is losed only for the ase n � 1;m � 1.

Let us take as O the set f+;�; �g with the usual properties: assoiativity

and ommutativity of + and �, the rule of signs, distributivity of � with

respet to +, and the familiar rules of arithmeti (2 + 2 = 4 and so on).

If t is tratable for this set of operators, its normal form is a polynomial

in x

i�1

whose oeÆients are ombinations of its elementary terms. We

onlude that a reurrene x

i

= P (x

i�1

), is a san only if polynomial P

is of �rst degree:

x

i

= a

i

x

i�1

+ b

i

: (8)

There are two simple ases : a

i

= 1, whih gives a sum, and b

i

= 0, whih

gives a produt. In the general ase, there are many ways of extrating

a

i

and b

i

. Sine pratial normalization proedures are not always up to

their mathematial spei�ation, we may have to resort to \mathematial

pattern mathing". For instane, in the linear ase, we an set b

i

=

t[x

i�1

 0℄, where e[x  f ℄ is the substitution of f for x in e, and

a

i

= t[x

i�1

 1℄ � b

i

. The normalization system is then used to prove

that t� a

i

x

i�1

� b

i

� 0, a muh simpler proposition.

One we know a

i

and b

i

, reurrene (8) an be written in matrix form:

�

x

i

1

�

=

�

a

i

b

i

0 1

��

x

i�1

1

�

;

and hene is equivalent to the omputation of matrix produts, whih are

assoiative.

Another example is the family of homographi funtions:

Hom

abd

(x) =

ax+ b

x+ d

whih is losed under funtion omposition, It so happens, in fat, that if we

assoiate to Hom

abd

the matrix

�

a b

 d

�

then funtion omposition for the

Hom family is assoiated to the matrix produt. A mathematial pattern

mathing routine an be devised for Hom provided our underlying omputer

algebra system is able to normalize rational frations. It would be interesting to

systematially explore losed families of funtions, sine eah one is the basis of

an eÆient parallel algorithm. The study of [1℄ may be a step in that diretion.

4.2.4 Reurrenes on �nite domains

Let us suppose that the variable x

i

in (4) has a �nite domain. It is lear that

funtions from a �nite set to the same �nite set are losed under omposition.

As a onsequene, a reurrene on a �nite domain is always a san.
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A funtion f on a �nite domain fa

1

; : : : ; a

n

g an be de�ned by a table of

values ff(a

1

); : : : ; f(a

n

)g. Computing f Æ g simply onsists in the omputation

of ff(g(a

1

)); : : : f(g(a

n

))g. This an be done from the tables of f and g, and is

neessarily an assoiative operation, as it is a representation of funtion om-

position. Hene the algorithm for omputing a san (4) when x

i

has a �nite

domain is:

1. Compute the tables assoiated to eah f

i

.

2. Combine these tables by any redution sheme, obtaining the tables for

the funtions g

i

of (6).

3. Compute the results of the san in parallel by:

x

i

= g

i

(x

0

):

It is interesting to ompare the parallel and sequential sheme for omplexity.

Let us suppose that the domain of the variables (x

i

) has n elements, that the

reurrene has m steps, and that our parallel omputer has P proessors. Let

us take the time for a table aess as the unit. Let us suppose that the funtions

f

i

are initially given as tables. In that ase the sequential time is simply m.

The elementary step of the san is an algorithm for omputing the omposition

of two tables f1 and f2 giving f3:

do i = 1,n

f3(i) = f2(f1(i))

end do

whih takes 3n table aesses. The total time for the redution is thus 3n(

m

P

+

log

2

P ). The last step takes

m

P

times unit, for a total of 3n(

m

P

+ log

2

P ) +

m

P

.

Supposing that m is large enough that we an neglet additional terms, we have

to ompare m to

(3n+1)m

P

. The onlusion is that the method is advantageous

provided that the size of the �nite domain is small ompared to the number of

proessors.

4.2.5 Tatis

As the reader may have notied, the methods we have presented are overlapping.

The same San operator may be reognized by elementary pattern mathing, or

only after normalization, or as a omputation on a �nite domain. For example,

a boolean reurrene an be reognized by pattern mathing if its operator is

^ or _, or as a reurrene over a �nite domain if not. Our proposal is �rst to

distinguish ases aording to the type of x

i

. To eah type is assoiated one

speial purpose normalisation system. Pattern mathing is then applied to the

result of the normalization. If this fails, and if it an be proved that x

i

has a

�nite domain, then the general method of Set. 4.2.4, whih is less eÆient, an

be applied.
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Consider the reurrene:

x

i

= (x

i�1

+ 1)=3:

Suppose �rst that x

i

is a so-alled real (i.e., belongs to a subset of the

rationals). Then, up to rounding errors, division distributes into addition,

and the reurrene an be normalized, with the permission of the user,

into:

x

i

= 0:333 : : : x

i�1

+ 0:333 : : : ;

whih is linear, hene, a san. If x

i

is integral, then the above normaliza-

tion is no longer valid, and the original reurrene is not a san. Lastly,

if the reurrene is slightly modi�ed into:

x

i

= [(x

i�1

+ 1)=3℄ mod N;

where N is a onstant integer, then x

i

belongs to the �nite set [0; N � 1℄

and the reurrene is again a san. This observation is usefull only if N

is muh smaller than the number of proessors.

Note that san detetion an bene�t from information obtained by a stati

analysis of the program. For instane, an expression whih is apparently a se-

ond degree polynomial may be proved linear by a onstant propagation whih

shows that the seond degree oeÆient is zero. A variable whih is delared an

integer may be found to have a �nite domain by interval analysis. Conversely,

the result of a san detetion may enable the omputation of the DFG of an hith-

erto intratable part of a program, by exhibiting indutive variables or giving

in losed form the values of the entries in an array whih is used as a subsript.

The organization of suh iterative analyses is a very diÆult problem.

5 Multi-diretional Sans

A multi-diretional san has more than one diretion vetors, other parameters

being the same:

San(D; (e

1

; : : : ; e

k

); b; d; g) . (9)

The diretion vetors e

1

; : : : ; e

k

span a linear subspae H and de�ne a family

of aÆne subspaes H + Æ for an arbitrary translation vetor Æ. Formula (9)

de�nes as many sans as there are aÆne subspaes whose intersetion with D

is not empty. b is the san operator, and the san order is lexiographi order

on the oordinates of eah point relative to its aÆne subspae. Points whih

annot be reahed from other points of D by a positive integral ombination of

diretion vetors are given the initial values as de�ned by g. The reader may

notie that this de�nition defaults bak to the de�nition of a uni-diretional

san when k = 1.

Our �rst observation is that multi-diretional sans are more eÆient than

multiple uni-diretional sans.
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Take the example of the sum of the elements of a n�n matrix. With only

uni-diretional sans, one must ompute n sequential sans operating on

n data. With P proessors, the run-time is of the order of n(

n

P

+log

2

(P )).

With a multi-diretional san, a run-time of the order of

n

2

P

+ log

2

(P ) is

expeted. In the best ase (when n = P ) the speed-up is about 1+log

2

(P ).

In our system, multi-diretional sans annot be deteted diretly. They

an be found using multistage elimination. When working at pseudo-depth p,

a diretion may be added to a san if its initial values referene the lause  in

whih it lays and if the san operator is the lause  itself. The seond ondition

is that a new diretion e

0

an be extrated from the de�nitions of the san initial

values. A new diretion annot be an arbitrary vetor: some heks must be

done on the de�nition of eah initial value v

0

of the former San whih are

not initial values of the enhaned San. Namely, suh a de�nition must be the

appliation of the San operator to the data orresponding to v

0

and the data

orresponding to the predeessor of v

0

aording to the diretions e

0

to e

k

.

Pratially, the problem of extrating a new diretion may be solved using

the PIP software [5℄, sine testing the validity onstraint is equivalent to the

omputation of a lexiographi maximum.

Let us onsider again the summation of the elements of a matrix. The

orresponding system is:

x[i,j℄ =

ase

i,j | i=1, j=1 : a[i,j℄ ;

i,j | 2<=i<=n, j=1 : x[i-1,n℄ + a[i,j℄ ;

i,j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=n : x[i,j-1℄ + a[i,j℄ ;

esa ;

Pattern mathing is applied for the detetion of sans at pseudo-depth 1.

A losed form is introdued for the lause x.2:

x[i,j℄ =

ase

i,j | i=1, j=1 : a[i,j℄ ;

i,j | 2<=i<=n, j=1 : x[i-1,n℄ + a[i,j℄ ;

i,j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=n :

San( i',j' | 1<=i'<=n, 1<=j'<=n,

([0 1℄), +, a[i',j'℄, x[i',j'℄ );

esa ;

Removing inter-omponents referenes leads to the inlusion of the lauses

x.0 and x.1 into the initial value of the San operator.

x[i,j℄ =

ase

i,j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=n :

San( i',j' | 1<=i'<=n, 1<=j'<=n,
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([0 1℄), +, a[i',j'℄,

ase

k,l | k=1, l=1 :

a[1,1℄ ;

k,l | 2<=k<=n, l=1 :

x[k-1,n℄ + a[k,l℄ ;

esa ; )

esa ;

Sine this system is already normalized for pseudo-depth 0, a pattern-

mathing an be applied. No new uni-diretional san an be deteted.

But we an try to add a diretion to the previously deteted san. Two

neessary onditions for san enhanement are ful�lled: the san is the

lause expression, and the seond lause of the initial value is referening

x.0 at pseudo-depth 0 using the san binary operation (here an addition).

Now, a new diretion e

0

must be extrated. The diretion must verify

that for k in f2; : : : ; ng the point

�

k

1

�

has for predeessor in san order

de�ned by e

0

and e

1

the point

�

k � 1

n

�

. A solution is the integer vetor

�

1

0

�

.

The san enhanement is suessful, we obtain a two-diretional san:

x[i,j℄ =

ase

i,j | 1<=i<=n, 2<=j<=n :

San( i',j' | 1<=i'<=n, 1<=j'<=n,

([1 0℄ [0 1℄), +,

a[i',j'℄, a[1,1℄ ) ;

esa ;

6 Conlusion

6.1 Implementation

Our sans detetor prototype is written in C and Lisp. The most heavily used

tools are written in C and an be aessed via an ASCII interfae using a Lisp-

like syntax. This interpreter ombine the following tools:

� the PIP software for solving integer programming problems,

� the onvex alulator from IRISA [18℄,

� a set of operations on systems of equations (mainly substitution).

There are two main modules in our urrent prototype, a module of system nor-

malization at a given pseudo-depth and a module for deteting sans at a given

pseudo-depth. The anonial way of using these modules is to apply normal-

ization at the greater pseudo-depth and then to apply the detetion module at
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the same pseudo-depth. If no san is found the proess may be iterated with a

lower pseudo-depth and so on. Most of the operations are exeuted by the C

interpreter, the only major part oded in Lisp is the extration of the binary

operation and the assoiated data from the propagation funtion of reurrenes.

In the present version of the software, rules for deteting multi-diretional sans

have not been implemented yet; their implementation will lead to the reation

of a third module.

Consider the following extrat from a real world program:

DO i=1,n

b(i)=a(i)

a(i-1)=a(i-1)+b(i)

a(i)=a(i)+b(i)

a(i+1)=a(i+1)+b(i)

END DO

print *,(a(i),i=1,n)

The system found after the appliation of the normalization and detetion

module at pseudo-depth 0 is:

x[i℄ =

ase

i | i=1 : a[1℄+a[2℄ ;

i | i>=2 :

San( i' | 0<=i'<=n , ( [1℄ ),

+, a[i'+1℄, a[1℄ ) [i℄ ;

esa ;

print

ase

i | i=1 : a[1℄ + a[1℄ + x[1℄ ;

i | 2<=i<=n-1 : x[i-1℄ + x[i-1℄ + x[i℄ ;

i | i=n : x[n-1℄ + x[n-1℄ ;

esa ;

A san hidden by some manipulations on the elements of the array a

is deteted. The results for some other examples (mostly from the Ar-

gonne benhmarks [3℄) an be found in [17℄. All of the 18 loops whih are

lassi�ed as redutions in the Argonne benhmarks an be solved by our

software with one exeption (the DFG analysis annot be done beause

of the presene of a goto in the main loop).

6.2 Future Work

The present version of our software ful�ll one of the aims we set ourselves when

we began this researh: to build a muh more powerful san detetor than what

is found in urrent parallelizers and vetorizers. We detet muh more sans
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than do others, and this is done with a very small knowledge base. Our detetor

is almost insensitive to variations in the syntax of the original loop nest. Last

but not least, we are able to reognize san on arrays and arrays of sans. We

believe our software is the �rst one to implement this faility.

This work is obviously just the beginning on the road toward eÆient imple-

mentations of sans and redutions. The �rst problem that suggests itself is how

to use the results of our analyzer.These results are not an imperative program,

but a set of reurrene equations embellished with San operators. We still

have to onvert them bak to our objet language, e.g. some sort of parallel or

data-parallel Fortran. We gave preliminary solutions and experimental results

in [16℄ but muh more work is needed in that diretion.

There are, however, other appliations of san detetion besides paralleliza-

tion. One of them is program heking (or reverse engineering). After san

detetion | and possibly some pretty printing | a program is brought in a

form whih is muh nearer to mathematial notations than the original. It

should be easier to detet errors | e.g. a summation whih is short one term

| on the mathematial representation than on the imperative version.

There is another, possibly muh more interesting appliation, algorithm

reognition. Toward this aim, we need a omplete set of operators on sans,

and some way of organizing them in a semblane of a normalization algorithm,

it being understood that a full normalization algorithm is probably impossible.

We ould then ompare the result to a base of normal forms for standard al-

gorithms, e.g. all those for whih we have an eÆient implementation in our

library. We ould then replae part of the original program by a all of the or-

responding routine. If the user are to supply diretives, we ould even selet

a version whih is well adapted to the task at hand, as for instane a vetor or

parallel version, or even a sparse version.

This proposal is not as farfethed as it seems. Consider, for example, the

following ode for matrix multipliation:

do 1 i=1,n

do 1 j=1,n

s=0.

do 2 k=1,n

2 s = s + a(i,k) * b(k,j)

1 (i,j) = s

Our present san detetor translates this program into one reurrene equation:

[i,j℄ = San( i',j',k' | 1<=i'<=n, 1<=j'<=n, 0<=k'<=n ,

( [0 0 1℄ ), +, a[i',k'℄ * b[k',j'℄, 0 )[i,j,n℄ ;

Besides, it seems probable | but it has to be investigated | that most variants

of this ode (e.g. all those obtained by permuting the loops) will normalize to

the same or to very similar equations. It thus seems that we are at the threshold

of being able of reognizing simple algorithms from linear algebra.

To ahieve this \semanti parallelization", a whole algebra must be build

around the San operator; and we must �nd a way to translate its rules into a

normalization algorithm. This will be the subjet of future work.
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